
Cards

Can-Do Dinosaurs - introduces children to the critical

skills needed for learning, safety, self-reflection,

resilience and relationships.

Funky Fish Feelings - 48 fabulous fish characters for

helping describe feelings.

Cars R Us -  a teaching tool for problem solving, social

skills training and a way of enhancing emotional

intelligence, using cars as a metaphor for behaviours.

Tactile

Pocket of Stones - 12 quirky little characters that

resonate with children, ideal for talking about feelings.

Stones have Feelings too ... Stickers - 520 little stickers

that can say a lot about how we respect and value each

other.

Book

The Wrong Stone - a much-loved picture book that

celebrates diversity and inclusion.  

Look at the relationships

happening across the cards - talk

about all the different fish, all

living in the same vast ocean.

Ask: Which fish might be friends? 

Also: What is Farr Lapp the

Seahorse thinking now? 

Use the cards to promote

positive behaviours by noticing

what the children do well and

acknowledging that with the

appropriate card. 

Build new skills - for example,

ask, Which Dinosaur is doing

something you would like to

learn? 

Also: Can you find a Dinosaur

being a good friend? 

Also: Which Dinosaurs would

you invite home for dinner?

Perfect for naming and expressing
feelings.
 Ask: Which car would you like to
be today?
Also: What do you think this car is
feeling?
Also:  Can you make different
choices and change the car you
are  in? 
Also: How can you be the boss of
your car?

Use the stickers to

create a feelings chart

that maps how we

(child or adult) are

feeling at certain times

or over different

activities. 

Use the tactile stones to

talk about who is in our

family. 

Ask: Are you close to

anyone in particular? 

Also: How does it feel to

be a stone left out?

respectful
Relationships

pack ideas

See the card set booklets 

for more ideas!

Read aloud to a

small group. 

Allow time to

look at the shapes

of the stones and

check out all the

intricate details

and differences. 
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